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Money  Maker: Beginner's Game
If you open this game box for the first time, it is a good idea to get up to speed using the Money Maker: Be-
ginner's Game, a subset of the complete game in which you quickly learn the game mechanics while playing the 
rounds, as an introduction to the complete game, in which you'll be working with credit and banking. 

In the Money Maker Beginner's Game you are a wealthy lady or gentleman during Amsterdam's Golden Age. You 
make money by funding businesses and by cleverly anticipating market movements. You have some gold at your 
disposal to do this. Good combinations of companies in your portfolio generate great profits, but not all companies 
are equally valuable. The player with the most cash at the end of the game wins!

To play, you’ll need:

1x
Game board

120x goods
60x production
60x consumer

36x
Investment cards

82x gold pieces:
25x 1-pieces
37x 5-pieces
20x 10-pieces

1x credit dice 5x
Bankrun chips

Turn cards
(back of Score sheets)

1x Score sheets bloc
6x vaults:
Orange, pink, black, 
white, purple, yellow

Setting up the game:

Bankrun-o-meter Consumer market

Production market

Natural Reserves

1. Stack the bankrun 
chips in the circle with 
your player count, on 
the bankrun-o-meter.

3. Fill the empty slots in 
the production market 
(red) and the consumer 
market (green) met 
goods of the same 
color.

4.   Collect the leftover 
goods that don't fit 
in the markets and 
place them on their 
corresponding Natural 
Reserves.

5.   Shuffle the Investment cards deck 
and place it at the bottom of the 
game board.

6.   Open 2 Investment cards next to 
the drawing pile.

7. Every player chooses a 
colour. 

8. Every player receives in 
this colour a bank vault, 
turn card and 15 gold 
from the Gold Reserve.

2. Place the gold as Gold Reserve.
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How do you play the Beginner's Game?
The youngest player starts. The turns proceed clockwise.  
The following steps are applicable to the player with the turn. 

Step 1: Draw up an investment card
Draw an investment card and place it face up on an empty spot next to the pile.

Step 2: Bid on an investment card
If you would like to auction off an investment card, do as follows:

2.1: Determining the starting bid price
 2  Choose an investment card to bid on.
 2  The top right corner of every investment card shows the number and type of 

goods the company seeks as investment (Fig. 1).
 g  Take out this number of goods from the respective market and discard 

them to their Natural Reserve.
 g  The combined market value of these goods (see Fig. 1) is your starting 

bid price for the investment card. 

Fig. 1: Valuation of the investment card

This good comes from scale 2 at 
the cost of 2 gold.

= 5 gold 

This good comes from scale '3' 
at the cost of 3 gold.

Example opening bid:
Calculate the market value of the card on the prices of two production goods, given the situation above.
This Textile Producer is worth (at least) 5 gold or credit because one block came from scale 2 of the market and the other block from 
scale 3. After financing the Textile Producer, production goods have become more expensive: from a cost of 2 to 3 a piece.

}

Production market

Consumer market

2.2: Auctioning & payment of an investment card
 2 Open the auction with the minimum bid price.

 g  Other players are consequently allowed to overbid.
 g  Players are allowed to bid in whatever order or number of times.
 g  The highest bidder acquires the card and pays his bidding price in gold.
 g Gold is discarded to the Gold Reserve.

 2  As long as you don't succeed in winning an auction, you may continue 
starting auctions on remaining investment cards.
 g  You can continue this until no investment cards facing up remain.

 2  If you choose not to bid on an Investment card, there will be no auction at 
all. Proceed with step 3.

Step 3: Buying, producing, selling
Buying, producing and selling goods may be performed in any order.

Investment cards in context

The investment cards sym-
bolise companies in need of 
funds to make an investment. 
The amount they ask for is 
dependent on the number of 
goods they need, and their 
market price. As financier you 
get paid the extra goods the 
company manages to produce 
as a result of your investment.

Production goods 
represent raw building 
materials, like labor; bricks and tools. 

Consumer goods 
represent things in life 
consumed, such as food, 
drinks, clothing.
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3.1: Buying goods
 2 You can purchase goods from both markets.

 g  A player may purchase up to 4 goods per market in one of his/her turns, so maximally 8 in total.
 g  Remove the number of goods you wish to buy from the markets and  

calculate their total market value (see Fig. 2).
 g  When a market is depleted, you can buy goods from the Natural Reserve for 9 gold each as a last resort.

 2  Pay the calculated amount in gold and store the goods in your vault.

Illustrated is a purchase of one block 
from scale '1' and one from scale '2'. In 
total, these goods cost: 1 + 2 = 3 gold.

Fig. 2: Buying goods Fig. 3: Producing goods
Regular cards

Output in goods of 
indicated number and 

type.

Convert the type of 
goods into the other. 

The number of goods to 
convert is obligatory, as 

indicated.

If you possess 2 or more cards 
of the same guild, each card 
produces 1 good extra per 

turn. Trading cards also gen-
erate one extra good of the 

selected output.

Trading cards Guild bonus

+1 output

3.2: Producing goods
 2  All your investment cards can only produce once per turn. 

 g  They produce the amount as indicated on the card.   
With at least two cards of the same guild you receive the Guild Bonus (Fig. 3). 

 2  You receive these goods for free from the Natural Reserve of the respective market.
 2  Trading cards do NOT produce goods but convert a good of one type into the other. This also, is allowed once 

a turn. To do so, you need to match the number of goods as indicated on the card exactly. 
 g Tip! Of course you may purchase goods for this purpose specifically during step 3.1.

3.3: Selling goods
 2  You may sell goods to the markets. 

 g  The red goods belong to the production market and the green to 
the consumer market.

 2  Goods that are sold refill the respective market columns. 
 g  The price of market goods is determined by the numbers next to 

the occupied slots. (Fig. 4)
 2  When the market is full you can sell goods for a price of 1. 

 g  The goods are discarded to the Natural Reserve.
 2  You receive the total value in gold from the Gold Reserve.

Step 4: Casting dice
Roll the credit dice at the end of the turn. After rolling the dice, either 
goods have to be discarded from a market or the bankrun chip has to be 
moved. The green sides affect the consumer market, the red sides affect 
the production market, and blue affects the bankrun-o-meter. The num-
ber of goods to discard, or steps to move the bank run chip, is calculated 
by dividing the rolled dice number by 10. See the example in Fig. 5.

Illustrated is a sale 
of one block to 
scale '1' and one to 
scale '2'. The total 
earnings are: 1+2 = 
3 gold.

Fig. 4: Selling goods
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Fig. 5: Examples of dice rolls

Move the bankrun chip one step 
when rolling a blue '10', and two 

with a blue '20'.

Remove a single block from the produc-
tion market when rolling a red '10'; two 

blocks with a red '20'.

Remove one block from the mar-
ket when rolling a green '10'; two 

blocks with a green '20'.

Moving the bankrun chip
Only a single bank run chip moves on the meter 
at a given time towards the bankrun circle. A 
bank run directly follows when the next chip 
reaches any spot in the bank run circle (B1-B5). 
Any steps remaining are dropped.

The bankrun chip also moves when 5 investment 
cards are facing up at the start of a turn.  
When this is the case, don't draw a card but 
move the chip one spot. (Fig. 6).

Bankrun
When a bankrun chip reaches the bankrun circle, 
replenish both markets with 5 goods each from their Natural Reserves.

The game ends when...
 2 3 bankrun chips have reached the bankrun circle
 2 A player has 10 investment cards
 2 There are no investment cards left

Counting scores & determining the winner
 2 The wealthiest bank wins!
 2 Wealth is calculated using the supplied score table.
 2 For the Money Maker: Beginner's Game, only use the following categories:

Player names Write down all the player names

Gold in the vault The sum of gold in the vault

Goods in the vault The count of your goods. Every good is worth 1.

Investment cards The sum of all investment cards (the value indicated in the top right on the card) times the 
current market value of indicated goods. 

 2  For investment cards that bear the production symbol, multiply the card's value (top 
right) with the current market price of the respective market

 2  For investment cards that bear the consumption symbol, multiply the card's value (top 
right) with the current market price of the respective market

Final score Sum of all above

Fig. 6: When more than five investment cards face up...
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